Cube Attention SL blue´n´orange 2019
Product price:

899,00 € tax included
Product attributes:
Frame Size: 14", 17", 18", 19", 21", 16", 23"
Radgröße: 27,5", 29"
Frame: Hard Tail

Product description:
Cube Attention SL blue´n´orange 2019
With the Attention SL we set out to create a new benchmark for value and performance. Borrowing
inspiration and ideas from our high end race bikes, our designers selected a RockShox air sprung
fork for the ultimate in easy adjustability and smooth, progressive bump swallowing performance.
They added powerful hydraulic disc brakes and a 180mm front rotor for assured stopping in all
conditions, and finished off with Shimano's slick-shifting and reliable Deore and XT 2x10 gears. It's
all bolted to our light, agile, comfortable and adaptable 6061 aluminium chassis - and, because of
our Size Split setup, there's an Attention SL to suit every rider.
Affordable it may be, but the Attention SL's 6061 aluminium frame - with mechanically formed top
and down tubes - is anything but ordinary. Our design team sweated the details on this frame every
bit as much as they do on our pro athlete bikes, right down to redesigning the rack and mudguard
mounting system for 2019 to make a touring or commuting setup even easier to add. Everything
from the internal cable routing to the integrated disc mount is designed to improve function without
adding unnecessary weight. Multilayer paint means it'll take everyday knocks and scrapes in its
stride without losing its good looks. And, as you'd expect from CUBE, our Agile Ride Geometry
means the Attention SL has the same poised, balanced yet agile handling that you'd expect from
any of our bikes.
frame Aluminium Lite, AMF, Internal Cable Routing, Easy Mount Kickstand Ready
colour blue´n´orange
size Size Split: 27.5: 14", 16", 18" // 29: 17", 19", 21", 23"
fork RockShox Recon Silver TK SoloAir, 100mm, PopLock
headset FSA No.10, Semi-Integrated
stem CUBE Performance Stem Pro, 31.8mm
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handlebar CUBE Rise Trail Bar, 680mm
grips CUBE Performance Grip
rear derailleur Shimano XT RD-M781-DSGSL, Shadow, 10-Speed
front derailleur Shimano Deore FD-M618, Downswing, 31.8mm Clamp
shifters Shimano Deore SL-M6000, Rapidfire-Plus
brake system Shimano BR-MT200, Hydr. Disc Brake (180/160)
crankset Shimano Deore FC-M617, 36x22T, 175mm
cassette Shimano CS-HG50, 11-36T
chain Shimano CN-HG54
rims CUBE ZX20, 32H, Disc
front hub Shimano Deore HB-M6000, Centerlock
rear hub Shimano Deore FH-M6000, Centerlock
tyres Schwalbe Smart Sam, Active, 2.25
pedals CUBE PP MTB
saddle CUBE Active 1.1
seat post CUBE Performance Post, 27.2mm
seatclamp CUBE Varioclose, 31.8mm
weight 13,4 kg
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